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For the record:~

Gre~ .!ones
mak es ~raduation plansat /8 -ye ars o/d. S ee pa~e
12.

Humphrey the humpback
whale will spend Veteran '.s
Day f ree in the ocean after
being led down the Sacramenco River al rhe expense
of $60,000.

Faculty turns thumbs
down to Frederickson
by Chris LeBlanc
Associate Editor

Results of the faculty referendum show Eastern Washington
University 's faculty believes it is
best for Univesity President H .
George Frederickson to resign ,

said former ( 1984-85) Faculty
Organi2. 2 tion Presi_dent Jerry
Blanche.
336 of the 367 eligible faculty
voted , showing a 91.5 percent
return. 210 votes (62 .5 percent)
called for Frederickson 's resignation and 126 votes (37 .5 percent ) called for him to stay .
Frederickson pointed out that
he has already taken steps to
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improve his relationship with the

faculty, and said he would not
resign .
"This fall 1 spent a lot more

time on campus and less time
with the politicians trying to

.....
,

£1¥;

listen to their ( the faculty's )
concerns ... l expect this vote
would have been even wider if
that had not been the case ," said

Frederickson .
The results of the referendum
wer e expected by Frederickson .
Two-thirds of the country's professors as a whole rate thei r
univer-,ity's administration fair
to poor because of " forces out
there," said Frederickson .
" This is not a good time ( for
American professors ), salaries
have been terrible , many of them
have not done well financ ially ,
some of them I think came into
higher education at a time when
higher education was very exciting , now things aren 't going well .
We don't have enough equipment
and students are often not as weJI
educated as they ought to be
when they reach the university,"
said Frederickson .
Admitting that there are also

university level proble ms causing dissatisfaction among the
faculty , Frederickson refused to
speculate on them.
The critical issue here is a lack
continued on page 16

Cuts lead Reid School
to seek new funding
by Chad Hutson
News Editor

photo by Steven G. Smith

Despite the excitement stirred up by Tuesday's faculty referendum, it was business as usual
in the office of President H. George Frederickson after the result was announced.

Campus to improve energy
efficiency in buildings
by Jess Walter
Easterner Staff

Eastern Washington University is implementing a $1.5 million
energy conservation project designed to make University buildings more energy efficient.
The Washington State Legislature approved $500,000 for the
Energy Conservation Capital
Project for the 1985-87 biennium
setting aside another $1 million to
be used for the period from
1987-91.

The project is a result of a 1982
energy audit conducted by two
local firms which noted 360 different improvements that would
make campus buildings more

energy efficient, according to
Campus Engineer Steve Bloom.
Bloom doesn't know how much
money the improvements will
save, but points to the energy
conservation plan started in 1970
which has cut overall energy
costs in half, despite the addition
of one-half million square feet to
the campus.
''These improvements won't be
as drastic ," cautioned Bloom ,
"because we've already gotten to
the real high cost items." He
expects the project to pay for
itself in six to ten years.
Campus Architect Richard
Clark said the primary goal, as
outlined in the plan, is to improve
heating, ventilation, air conditioning and building shells. The

specific improvements will consist of installation of storm windows, incandescent lighting,
automatic lighting controls, heat
pumps, insulation and weather
stripping. Replacement and reparation of thermostats, single
paned windows and storm windows are also included in the
project.
Clark said the order of building
improvements has yet to be
decided, although Bovay Engineering has been hired to begin
work on the project and that will
likely be one of their first areas of
concern.
" In essence," said Clark, "the
order of priQrity will be determined by which improvements will
provide the most payback."

Robert Reid Laboratory School
will be funded by EWU only until
next June and the Board of
Trustees has advised that the
school should begin to seek another source of funding for next
year .
Because of legislative budget
cuts, the University is no longer
able to continue funding Reid La b
school , the trustees sa id in their
July 25 , meeting .
The budget to be voted on at
that meeting included the closing
of Reid . The budget was approved with the exception of the

proposal to close Reid .
The board decided to fund Reid
for one more school year , and
give them time to find " alternative funds ." However, a debate is
heating up over who will provide
Reid with these needed alternative funds .

A task force has been set up by
Reid school parents and Eastern
administrators to draft legisla tion that would ta ke fund s which
the state gives to the Cheney
School District for Reid , and give
the money to the un ivers ity for
Rei d fu.n ding.
" I don't think the money is
continued on pa,:e 3

Homecoming Queen vote today
Voting for Eastern 's 1985
Homecoming Queen will continue
until 5 p.m. today in the PUB
Mainstreet. : The 11 candidates were narrowed down to four last night at
the Homecoming Pageant in the
PUB Multi-Purpose Room . Six
judges rated the women on academic
standing ,
personal
achievement , talent , personal interest and skill, appearance and
answers to an impromptu question.
During Homecoming Week, the
Queen and her court will act as
official hostesses for various

homecoming activities , including
the pre-game champagne brunch
at Cavanaugh's Inn at the Park
and the homecoming dance.
The 11 original candidates and
their sponsors are: Kathy Murphy, Streeter Hall ; Chiko Jittu
Alpha Epilson Rho ; Shawn Anderson, Phi Eta Sigma ; Shelly
O'Laughlin , Dressler Hall ; Julee
Chandler, Pearce Hall ; Christy
Duncan, EWU cheerleading
squad ; Kathy Heminger , Delta
Chi ; Kris Hanson , Delta Omega ;
·essica Waters , Jazz III Unlimi ed ; Denise Slomian , Morrison
.-Iall ; and Anna Robnett, Encore.
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Crinie rate hig·h in dorms;
thefts, mischief on rise

Bob Quinn's

\

SATURDAY WEAlrHER M:AP

by Chad Hutson

News Editor

Dorms are the highest area !or
crime on campus, according to
statistics released by campus
- police .
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Student~ arrested,
part of bizarre cult
COLLEGE PARK, MD (CPS)-

30, and Tania M. Scinto, 20, and

Four present or former University of Maryland students were
arrested earlier this month after
police and animal sheltel' wardens discovered a grizzly cache
of mutilated animals at their
house near the campus.
The students, who may have
been part of a bizarre cult, say
they took the animal carcasses
from university labs, but campus
officials say there's no way to
prove it.
Warden Mickey Shaul secured
a search warrant after a neighbor reportedly saw a cat's head
hanging from a tree in front of the
house.
Police found 29 cat heads floating in a "foul smelling liquid" in
a 55-gallon drum . Sources also
say the pelts of cats, goats,
rabbits and dogs were found
stapled to walls· and floors in the
house.
Police also found a vest made
from cat and rabbit hide, and jars
containing amputated legs and
claws of a cat, a rabbit and its
new born baby, rats and lizards.
· Shaul said investigators found
"satanic" paintings and devils'
faces painted on the doorknobs.
Police arrested students Lauren McEleney 21, Paul R. Clark,

charged them with cruelty to
animals and possession of marijuana with intent to distribute.
Former student Mark R. Bennett, 25, and two others--James
E . Burke, 25, and Louis M. Belle,
25,--were also arrested on the
same charges.
McEleney was quoted in a local ,
newspaper as saying "alJ the cat
things were left over carcasses
from a ;oology experiment" at
the university . In a recent interview, she confirmed the carcasses came from the school, adding
there is "definitely another side ·
to the story.'' She declined to
elaborate.
UM zoology department chairman John Corliss says it is
"possible" and "credible" the
carcasses were ''borrowed'' from
the university.
"Even if they turn out to be
preserved specimens, you still
couldn't prove that they were
ours" Corliss says. "We don't put
a stamp on them when we use
them for teaching."
Police acknowledge it is possible the animals were dead when
the students obtained them. If
they were, the cruelty to animals
charge will be dropped, they say.

The report, which tells the
number of crimes committed on
campus and where they occurred
shows that more than 80 percent
of the crime-oriented calls are to
dorms.
Statistics also show there were
still a significant number of
thefts and burglaries in academic
buildings in the months of September and October.
These statistics were compared to last year's reports, detailing
the number of crimes and · the
location of the crimes. The comparison showed the first two
quarters of this year slightly
higher in thefts and malicious
mischief calls than last year at
this time.
Pearce Hall had the worst
record for ~aw-breaking reports.
Streeter, Morrison and Dresseler
also had a higher number of

police calls than the other areas
of campus.
The largest group of police
calls were thefts and malicious
mischief charges in Pearce. Morrison Hall had the highest number of assaults for the first two
months of school, while noise
complaints seemed to be Streeter's problem .
These figures are very close to
last year's reports of crimes
committed in the first two
months of school.
Campus Police Sgt. Vertie
Brown said the thieves have not
been discriminatory in where
they work this year on campus.
We are getting reports from all
over campus, but dorms seem to
be the worst," he said.
Brown said that alcohol is the
one major factor attributed to
most of the calls the police
respond to.
"You have to remember that
over 90 percent of the crime-related calls we go on involve
someone who has been drinking
alcohol," Brown said.
·
"If they decide to ban alcohol

completely on campus, all of us
up here would be out of work,'' he
added.
When campus police encounter
someone who has been drinking,
Brown said they will usually just
tell them to go sleep it off if no
damage has been done.
"We want to give them the
benefit of the doubt and let them
learn their lesson through good
relations with our officers rather
than an arrest or detainment, "
~rownsaid.
Brown also said that the rapport between students and campus police is much better at
Eastern than other universities
he has worked at.
"I think it has to do with the
fact that our campus police don't
give out traffic infractions. Other
universities give their campus
police the right to give tickets,
and that really upsets students,"
he said.
Brown also said he thinks the
n"mber of serious crimes this
year are about normal to slightly
above normal for the first two
months of the school year.

National deficit targeted
hr Young Repu&licans
A growing national deficit has
prompted nationwide concern
among college students, resulting
in the formation of a non-partisan, non-profit group dedicated to
ending government overspending.
EWU's participation in the Students to End National Deficits is
being channeled through the
campus Young Republican organization. President Todd Wiggen said that participation is
open to anyone who wished to
attend the group's meeting, Wednesday, Nov. 13 at 6:30 p.m. on
the third Qoor of the PUB.
Paperwork for affiliation had
been sent in, he said, and that
their current concern was informing students of the problem ·
and how it will affect them.
According to a memo sent to
colleges nationwide, the 1985 deficit will be an esti.mated $222.2

dollars per year ; and in the
1980's, deficits have averaged
$149 billion per year. According
to the memo, every year the
government runs a deficit of that
size it>will cost each of-us as µu~ch
as $10,000 over a lifetime, roughly
the cost of one full year's college
scholarship or a down payment
'on a house.
Burdened with a huge national
debt throughout our lifetime,. the
memo stated, we would have a
more difficult time finding wellpaying jobs, buying houses and
getting decent pensions as we
grow older.
According to the memo, growth
of E.N.D. is rapid, college leaders at eight universities have
signed up and begun projects on
campus. Washington-based or. ganizations such as the National
Taxpayers Union and the Com. mittee for a Responsible Federal
Budget have agreed to provide
materials and assistance. Wiggen said that one response to
cutting the deficit would be to go
through various government
agencies and cut defense and

billion. That is the largest federal
budget deficit in history and
larger than the entire federal
budget in 1971. It would equal $933
in spending for every man, woman, and child in the US, and is
$64 billion more than all the cash
and currency in circulation.
In 1986, interest on 'the debt wm
total an estimated $198.8 billion,
larger than the budget of 1970 and
equal to 55% of all individual
income tax revenues. With no
changes in federal spending policy, the Congressional Budget
Office projects that federal outlays will rise from $950 billion in
1985 to $1.4 trillion in 1990--an
increase of $428 billion in five
years. No changes would mean a
budget deficit of . $300 billion in
fiscal year 1990.
This memo said that during tbe
1960's, deficits averaged $6 billion
per year; in the 1970's, $3 billion
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Mon.-Sat: 10-5:30
Sun.: 12-4
1708 2nd St.
235-5337
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Served from 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

luch Slices, Hashbrowns, Har.d c.ookcd F.g, Scrambled
Bus, French ToastJSyrup, Cream of Wheat, Mini Deli
Tues., Nov. 12 Tomato Soup, Beef Stew/Biscuit, Grilled Cheese Sandwich, Deli Bar, White & Rye Bread, Ginger SnaJ)S

BRING YOUB EWU I.D. FOR .A

"10'% DISCOUNT"I

I

I

. OWL PHARMACY

Mon. , Nov. 11

Wed, Nov. I3 Chicken Noodle Soup, Pizza Cheese Sandwich Bacon
Burgers/Fries, Deli Bar, White & WW Bread, Chocolate
Chip Cookies

DAVE'S AUTO

FABRIC-GIFTS

LUNCHEON MENU
Thurs., Nov. 7 Tomato Soup, Gr. Turkey/Chse. Sandwich, Beef/Mushroom Casserole, · Deli Bar, White & Banana · Bread,
Peanut Butter Bars
Fri., Nov. 8
Boston aam Chowder, Creole Spaghetti, Hamburger/
Fries, Deli Bar, White & WW Bread, Oatmeal Cookies
Sat., Nov. 9
BRUNCH
Sun.. Nov. 10 BRUNCH

\

120 F St.

235-8441
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ST. REGIS BLA·NK CASSETTE TA·PES
t

·,

Foreign &
American
Auto
Repair
SPECIAllZING IN
'58 '68 T-IIIROS
New&
Used Parts
.Glass
Bodyshop
WreckinA
Vintage Auto Parts
24 Hour Wrecker Service

3 PACK 60 MINS. OR 2 PACK 90 MINS.

REGULARLY $1.29 - WITH COUPON 79c .
LIMIT 3 PACKAGES
LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND
OFFER GOOD THROUGH 11-1s.a5
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PHONE
235-6123

CHENEY.

Route 3, Box 45
Chsney, WA 99004
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going to come from just · the
Cheney School District, I think
Eastern will have to spend some
money on Reid also. It's only
fair, " said Jennifer La Pointe,
chairperson for the Reid Lab
Task Force.
La Pointe said the Cheney
School District wants to stop
funding Reid altogether so it can
keep the $200,000' it gets for Reid
from the state.
The Cheney School District
does use some of the money to
provide Reid with a hot lunch
program and busing for its approximately 100 students.
" If they cJose Reid, the Cheney
School District thinks they can
filter these students into their
existing schools, and there is no
way they can do that, '' La Pointe
said.
"We have the space for the
Reid students, but we would have
to hire more teachers," said Gale
Marrs , Cheney School District
superintendant.

"They say that to ease their
guilty conscience--if they have
one," said La Pointe, adding,
"they ean 't take more students
because they are giving us their
overflow students right now .' '
Marr::; did say that the district
is "dose to overflow levels in a
couple of grades .'' He went on to
say the di~trict was prepared this
fall to take the Reid school kids
when they found· out funding
would be cut.
"We were ready to take them,
then all of a sudden the trustees
changed their mind and decided
to fund the school for one more
year," Marrs said.
The school district had planned
to hire two more teachers to
cover the increase in students.
La Pointe said the district was
missing the whole point about the
situation at Reid.
"They would have to bus those
kids quite a distance to make up
for the increase in students in the
school system, plus they are

getting money from the state for
kids they are not even educating," she said.
Marrs added that the district
could educate the Reid students
at no extra cost to the district or
the legislature if Reid were closed.
The legislation concerning the
funding of Reid will be presented
to the Senate Higher Education
Committee on November 8, according to La Pointe.
"I think the legislation will
pass, and the Cheney School
District and EWU will both have
to give a little and continue to
support us ." she said.
"No legislation has been drafted , it is being looked at, and if it is
drafted it will take·the funds that
the Cheney School District is
receiving for Reid and turn that
money over to the university,
who will use it for Reid ," said
Duane Thompson, vice president
for academic affairs .
"They will get a big fight if that
goes through," said Marrs .

Reid lab school children may· be bused to currently
funded Cheney school if Gale Marrs, Cheney school
superintendent, gets his way. The Reid Task Force
says they will fight to the end to keep R~id open.

CEL guides students Musical troupe tours area
in Study Abroad plans
by Pam Mc Vay
Easterner Starr

Students interested in study,
travel, or work abroad should
contact the Center for Extended
Learning in,H~rgreaves Hall.
Opportunities are available to
explore a wide range of countries
including England, France, Italy,
Denmark, Mexico, Scotland, Ireland,
Germany,
Ecuador,
Greece, India, Israel, Spain, Sweden, Swltzerland, Belgium,
Japan, Australia, the Canary
Islands, and more. Students who
opt for work-study will receive
credit from EWU while working
for room, board, and a small
stipend abroad.
Many program options are
available and costs vary from
about $400 for a summer workstudy in Europe to $15,000 for one
year's study at Gonzaga University 's Florence, Italy, campus.
Prices do not include air fare or
spending money . The majority of
students travel under the College
Consortium for International
Studies which offers academic
studies in 14 countries and costs
from $1,400 to $3,200 per 16 week
-period.
For the student. who would
rather work than study, jobs may

mclude hotel/restaurant service,
sheep shearing, park building,
ski resort assistants, banking, or
computer programming, as well
as many other opportunities.
Language need not be a barrier
to student travel since many
foreign countries speak English
as a first or second language.
Students receiving financial
aid can use their funds toward
study abroad since they are
simultaneously enrolled at EWU
while abroad. A faculty sponsor
at EWU arranges a learning
contract with the student and
specific learning objectives must
be met to receive college credit.
"You can explore at no cost and
find out quite a bit without ' being
obligated," said Mitch Silver,
CEL.
"CEL will guide and assist in
travel arrangements," said Olivia Keown-Camp. "The CIEE
(Council on International Educational Exchange) always has
good travel deals for students.
Also, Artistic Travel, in the PUB,
has good deals to the Orient. ' '
Interested students and faculty
can contact Keown-Camp, Silver,
or Berta Tatt at the CEL or phone
359-2402 (Cheney) or 458-6221
(Spokane) .

by Arlene Mitchell
Easterner Staff
Eastern's traveling musical
troupe, ENCORE!, has added
two overnight trips to the Tri-Cities and Wenatchee to their regular Spokane tour in order to
recruit people for the program.
Active since 1981, ENCORE!
was created by John Duenow,
director of music theatre at
Eastern. Originally under the
name '' A Little Traveling Music, " the group performed in the
Spokane area as a recruiting
instrument.
"We aren 't just recruiting, we
are ambassadors of Eastern. We
want to show what Eastern's
theatre and music departments
are all about," saiq Tammy Lee
Plank, one of the returning students of ENCORE!
"Unfortunately, ENCORE! is
having a problem with turnout .
We need more guys to try for the
group," Plank explained.
The usual cast would consist of
five women and three men (with
two alternates) . The cast now is
made up of Cindy Cushman,
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#6
#7

ATHLETE'S EDGE

1710 2nd St.

(Next to Jarms Hardware)

235-5737

235-4420

2 pieces trench toast, 2 eggs .... $2.15
2 pieces trench toast, 2 pieces of
of bacon ............. . .......... $2.45
2 sausage links, hashbrowns,
1 egg ......... . ................. S1.95
3 pancakes, 2 pieces bacon or
ausage ....... . ................ $2.45

e

-1841 First Street
Cheney, WA 99004
FAMILY DENTISTRY
Monday-Thursday, 7-4 or call
24 Hrs: 235-8451 or 624-1447

Mon.-Sat. 9 to 6
Sun. 12 to 4

Skywalk Level

1 biscuit with gravy, patty sausage
and 2 eggs

#4
#5

Kenneth M. ·Collins D. D.S., P.S.

Hours:

ISCUI

**
I
***
*

WE CATER TO COWARDS ...

I-

~

Cheney

group handles all of the set
preparation. "We do the scenery,
the lights, the sound creation, and
the set-up. There is one person
not performing who runs the
lights and sounds, but other than
that everything is up to us," said
Plank. "It's a lot of hard work,
but it is very fun and rewarding ."

Chen~y's Sporting Goods Store

*••**************************
*#
~ st-Rl_~Gs s,-,.
*
.,"<S ~
. . ,;·.: 4~
#
RESTAURANT ~
**
Brea~fast Specials
6:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
*** #1 Monday-F_riday
1 egg .......... . .. $1.55
** #2 3s·pancakes,
·t s & gravy ................ $1.30
*** #' Country Breakfast .............. $2.95
*
809 ht St.

Sarah Lou Dudley, Piper Mayo,
Anna Robnet, Plank, Ken Boardman, Terry Hollingsworth and
the two unknown members. The
group will spend fall quarter
rehearsing and getting to know
each other.
styles from the 1930s to the 1980s.
Along with performing, the

• No Substitutes
FREE Coffee with any Breakfast Special

LUNCH & DINNER SPECIALS ALSO-MON.-FRI.

LOW PRICED QUALITY FOOD!,.

...*************..*************

Faat, FrH Delivery•
Store address
Phone: 235-2000
Our drivers carry less
than S20.00.
Limited delivery area.
tD11NM Domino'• Plue, Inc.

River Park Square

8 14

W. Main

6 24-3295
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editorial
Where do we stand
now that it's all over
The votes have been counted, the questions have been asked and
the words have been written.
It seems all there is left to do now is for the historians to record. It
seems that way, but that is not how things will proceed.
In a democratic society, the majority carries the voice, and, in
that respect, the faculty has effectively notified Frederickson they
want him to resign.
But, would it really be correct to assume the results of this
referendum warrant Frederickson's resignation? Is it correct to
assume there is overwhelming opposition to the leadership of our
president?
Sixty-two and one half-percent is an impressive decision, but it is
not a knockout.
This situation can be analyzed from a thousand different angles,
by a thousand different people and each one will have a different
answer. To get underneath the cosmetics that have been applied to
this scar on the face of the university, one must return to its origin.
. The referendum was initiated by tl)e academic senate under the
leadership of Dr. Jerry Blanche. Blanche and. others in the faculty
feel the only thing that can be done to improve relations between
faculty and administration is Frederickson's resignation.
"And now it is time for responsible action. Our president must
resign and our board of trustees must employ a leader who will
pursue r.~sources and policies that will provide our students with the
best opportunities for intellectual growth and development," said
Blanche.
·
Blanche called the vote a "positive culmination of a trying, yet
now highly-rewarding, year for me personally.'' He went on to say,
"apologies are due from a desperate few on this campus who have
attemtpted to mislead our boa'r d of trustees about our representation and our democratic faculty organization structure, " said
Blanche.
Blanche continued, criticizing those who campaigned against the
referendum.
"I was proud to see that those who campaigned for a yes vote on
the referendum did not resort to ad hominem argument and
. perversion as did others who were attempting to plead Mr.
Frederickson's case," said Blanche. .
Through Blanche's words, it is plain to see how much harm has
been done between the faculty and administration. Blanche's words
are harsh, symbolizing a bitterness tht:it has built up in much of the
faculty over the years.
,
!:_

" ...those who campaigned for a yes vote •••did not
resort to ad hominem argument and perversion as
did others who were attempting to plead Mr.· Fred-

erickson's case" ·
- Jerry Blanche
Frederickson claims he has begun to take steps to improve
relationship between himself and the faculty. The main difference
between this year and last year is that he is spending more time on
campus and less time with the legislature.
Frederickson has received much appreciation for what he has
accomplished at this university. Wha.t he has achieved has mostly
been done through conflicts with the legislature. The question is,
can Frederickson be effective outside an·arena of conflict?
The referendum asked one question, would Frederickson's
resignation be appropriate? You know the results, but you can
never know the rationale behind those results.
· There can be no speculation as to whether Frederickson will
resign, he has already said he will not. There has, however, been
much speculation on whether or not he should, for the good of the ·
university.
In cit~ng reasons why the faculty voted the way they did,
Frederickson mentioned a study done on American professors. He
said that two-thirds of American professors innately rate their
administration fair to poor because of what he termed "forces out
there." Specifically, the poor financial condition of the states in
· which the institutions operate and the failure of the public school
system to properly educate students before they reach a university.
Although these things are obviously disconcerting to Eastern's
faculty, Frederickson's attempt to pin the problems of EWU soley
on "forces out there" illustrates how out of touch he is with
problems facing the faculty.
. ➔
President Frederickson has accomplished much at EWU ~n a
short period of time. But, how far can we let him go on the credit he
has accumulated because of his past accomplishments.
Frederickson, through accelerated growth, has b~ought ~WU to
its present status, education where it rivals WSU m meetmg. the
higher education goals of the Eastern half of the state. But, the time
for accelerated growth has ended.
:
EWU needs tin:ie to grow now. To attempt to rush_ its growth a~y
further would only mean to ov.erextend the 'ac_ade~ic. departme~ts
even further, thus disrupting the goal of the umver:sity, as_a learning
institution.
· ·
·
Students should be the primal)1 concern. Students cannot be best
served through constant upset between the faculty and administration. The faculty needs to be put at rest. The university needs a new
president.
Chris LeBlanc
Associate Editor
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To.tile Editor • • •
Speeding commuters draw complaints
It's been apparent for a long time that students
are not observing the speed limit signs between
Spokane and Cheney . This is probably because
the numbers are too blurred to read at the speed
which students drive. The rare student that
drives at 55 is made to feel as if he's a hindrance
by speeding students apparently seeking to
break speed records Qr attempting to become
airborne.
I believe students have developed a mindset
that has actually reversed the rules of the road .
They've somehow come to believe that 55 mph is
the minimum speed, a speed actually reserved
for old ladies, trucks with hay stacked eight
stories high and cars running on only one
cylinder.
The state patrol can't stop these speeders.
There's just too many of them and its too hard to
crack their system.
Speepers tend to travel in flocks, the leader of
which often has a fuzz buster. He is followed by a
sn'i all group of aggressive speeders who are

changing lanes oft.en, accelerating quickly and
driving three inches away from your rear
bumper. These speeders want the leader to exit
so they can become the new leader .
The remainder of the flock is made up of
speeders that can \Je called "chicken speeders. "
They only speed because everyone else does , but
will always deny they speed. They watch for the
state patrol and will slow down if they see a car
that resembles a patrol car. Chicken speeders
usually lose contact with the leader because
they're so paranoid about getting a ticket that
they hallucinate that every other car is the
police.
Despite their high-speed antics , speeders
nearly always are the _ones that walk into class
late . They may have driven from Spokane to
Cheney in four minutes, but they 're still mad
because a semi-truck made them slow to 85 mph
and added three ~econds to their travel time.
Jim Johnson
Spokane

Make Your Opinion Count

VOT'.ETODAY
far Council Positions
t, 2, 3 and 6
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Just a thought·
by Steve Smith
Easterner Staff
Depression.
You know, that feeling you get everytime something bad happens .
You flunk a test.
You 're flat broke and 200 miles from home.
Your mom ca1ls and tells you your girl or guy is in love with Ozzy
Osborne.
Depression.
We 've all had it. No human can avoid it, unless they 've had their
heart, brain and central nervous system removed (now that is a
shallow human being ).
You may be feeling depressed right now reading this. But keep the
faith , good readers . I'm gonna help you.
Welcome to "A Moment with Dr. Steve."
OK, stupid title. You got something better?
Now, let's explore depression. To avoid any urges to jump from the
Flour Mill when depression sets in, if you're a highly-emotional
person, ask a friend to keep an eye on you for any signs.
There, you're covered. (What did you want for free--Joyce
Brothers?) Now, let's take a -look at a simple, but depressed human
being. (You're going to love this. This guy's a jerk.)
Say hello to Stanley. Stanley is a student _a t a four-year institution
<not necessarily a university). We are about to put Stanley through the
rigors of an incredibly depressing day.
In other words, we're going to dump on this poor slob until he feels
like yesterday's doggy yummies.
It's early evening. Stanley has a date tonight with his girlfriend. As
he's getting ready, he begins to smell a very strange odor.
Determining it's not the room, he realizes it must be him .
Jumping back into the shower, Stanley will be 10 minutes late for his
date, which impresses his girlfriend about as much as Stanley does,
which ain't saying much folks.
Dinner. At the restaurant now, Stanley's chance to make up some
ground. He's not doing bad--filet mignon, medium rare, spinach salad,
croissants. Then he orders the wine--Annie Greensprings, Candy
Apple Red, 1985. The type of wine that says "serve before Friday" on
the label. Classic case of the· Red-wine-with-me~t Syndrome. He
knows it, she knows it, even the waiter (by know, under the table,
laughing to tears at Stan) knows it. What had4:>een a bad start is now a
full-blown disaster and Stanley feels about three inches tall.
First-stage depression.
Somehow, Stanley manages to get the lady back to his place. He has
lust (can you say that in the paper?) in his heart. He turns down the
lights, fires up the candles, turns on the Barry Manilow (my god, this
guy has style) . He reaches for her--she reaches for the Tylenol.
The "Oh no, she has a headache", that makes two of us. She doesn't
want to be touched (this guy likes Barry Manilow ... would you touch
him?) . He's ready to chew bark and she wants to go home.
Second-stage depression.
He returns home, miserable. A sleepless night. The next morning,
the alarm goes off and Stanley rolls to his left to get up.
However, Stanley sleeps on the left side of the bed.
He finds himself with his nose buried eyeball deep in last week's
sweatsocks. The smell alone could bring back Jimmy Hoffa.
Third stage. Oh boy, another bad day Syndrome.
He has an anthropology class at 8 a .m. He looks at his watch.
It's 8:-12. So much for the class. Let's have breakfast.
He devoures a bowl of corn flakes and Coors as quickly as he can and
gets ready to go. He's got a class in half an hour. He runs out, books in
hand, to his car, jumps in, turns the key.
Zilch.
Out he comes, up goes the hood. It's now that Stanley falls into the
1-know-nothing-about-Toyotas ... Spokane-Transit-here-I-come
Syndrome.
At breakneck speed, he dashes for the bus stop, arriving just in
time ... to catch the exhaust fumes.
He returns home and contemplates his situation. In the pace of 12
hours, he's been late, embarrassed, dumped, undersexed, overfrustrated, injured, inconvenienced, worn down and gassed.
Depression.
He calls suicide prevention. They put him on hold (Oh, that's an old

·Cutting through the red tape
tough accomplishment for grads
by Jim Johnson
EWU .Education Major
The most difficult part of your
senior year at Eastern is not the
classes. It is meeting deadlines,
passing tests and following the
procedures that you have to do· in
order to graduate. There ought to
be a class for seniors, maybe Red
Tape 405, that tells us the things
we have to do so that the Eastern
paper shufflers will allow us to
graduate.

The first hurdle presented to
students is the Application for
Graduation which must be filed
two quarters in advance, on the
first Tuesday of the second week
of the quarter between 1 and 4
p.m. , unless the registrar is out to
lunch, in which case the Dean of
Admissions will take your application, but only if it's in a blue
manila folder and is identified as
yours with gold cursive lettering
no larger than one-quarter inch
high.
lf you are an education major,
the hassle factor is compounded.

You must pass a Washington
Common Schools Manual test, a
Professional Admissions interview, a basic skills test required
by the state and a basic skills test
required by the education department. And all those classes you
took last quarter won't count
toward your degree. You must
attend school an extra year.
And how do you find out about
all these requirements? If you
ask ten professors, one might
know. And he'll tell you that
you 've already missed the deadline.
As if you haven't had enough,
you're socked in the nose with a
fee . They tell you, " Fill out these
five pages, get it signed by eight
professors, have it back here by 1
p.m. and that will be $10 please.' '
I believe that the future does
not look much brighter for beleaguered Eastern students . It
seems that even more requirements are about to be enacted. A
committee of high level .administrators calling themselves
CART, (Committee for the Addi-

tion of more Red Tape ), recently
met and made several changes
that will take effect next year.
These changes include :
-Requiring all students to submit an Application of Intention to
submit an Application for Graduation . Fee is $10.
-All students entering Eastern
must take a basic skills test to
satisfy their major department, a
basic skills test to satisfy the
National Organization of Academic Standards and a basic skills
test to satisfy the Union of
Plumbers Concerned About Col-·
lege Students Goofing Off.
-Requiring all students to register their backpacks and briefcases and issuing license tabs
that must be attached. Fee is $15.
-Charging a $3 cover to get into
the textbook section of the bookstore.
-The enactment of a sidewalk
use tax. Toll booths will be placed
at all campus entrances and
students must pay a toll in order
to get to class.

Cheney police chief dismayed
at current arrest trends
Jerome D. Gardner
Police Chief, Cheney Police Dept.

I rushed this month to complete
the statistical data which I knew
in advance would not be heartening. I have been reading arrest
reports in what I s~spected were
record numbers all month, and I
am proven correct. In the month
of October, 1985, the Cheney
Police Department arrested or
charged 79 persons with some
criminal behavior. Of those 79
criminal charges levied, 37 of
them were for alcohol or drug
violations.
I have been watching in dismay
as the incidents of controlled
substance abuse, and alcohol
abuse continue to spiral upward
in frequency and lower in age
groups affected . In September of
this year there were 44 criminal
charges or arrests made and half
of them, 22, were for alcohol or
controlled substance. I have noticed too that among the charges
for alcohol violations ,· (such
things as drinking in public, or
being a minor in possession of
alcohol) , there were sixteen

females charged and 39 males
over the last 90 day period. This
suggests a significant increase in
the female involvement in the
unlawful use of alcohol. The
average age of all persons charged with controlled sustance and
alcohol violations was only eighteen years of age. One youngster
of twelve was arrested for being a
minor in possession of alcohol by
consumption.
These are disturbing numbers
to me, and reflect not only
increases in the use of these
drugs , particularly alcohol, by
younger persons, but also a softening of attitude throughout the
young community.
I know that in every age group
the majority are responsible people who encourage responsible
behavior. I am asking you to help
reverse the trend that these
statistics I have brought to you
tend to show. Those of you who
share my concerns must be vocal
about it and begin to insist upon
more acceptable attitudes toward alcohol and drug abuse
within your own peer groups.

Parents, talk with your children about these attitudes. Preteen is not too early to begin this
education. Parents of older young
adults can still be influential in
the quality of decisions made and
to be made by your children.
Take the time and trouble to
discuss these issues and allow
them access to your experience
without forcing it upon them.
The university students are
young and energetic. They want
to go hard and play hard, but
many are not wise enough yet to
know when their actions become
irresponsible and even dangerous. Those college age persons
who abhor this foolishness as I do
must assert a new peer pressure.
Let them hear you saying that too
much alcohol is not acceptable.
Refuse to encourage overindulgence by showing your disapproval of those who drink irresponsibly. Put down those who
encourage drunkenness and
heavy underage drinking. I think
the community needs your help, I
know Ido.

joke).

OK folks, confession time ( I said Dr. Steve, not Father Steve, so
keep it light). We've all felt this way. Maybe not to the point of
depression·, but enough that nothing matters.
If it helps to hear it from someone else, I've felt like Stanley. I
sometimes do now. I'm not from this area and am homesick. It's
almost pathetic.
'

Almost, mind you. I've never been totally pathetic.
But have h~rt, someone cares.
I care.
Why? I just like the underdog.
Yes, someone cares. I care.
But, uh ...don't pass that around. I've got my reputation as a pundit

to keep.
I care. So should you.
Think about it.

Letters to the editor can be sent to The Easterner,
Hargreaves Hall, Eastern Washington University,
Cheney, WA 99004. All letters must be typed,
double spaced and signed. Due to limitations of

space, The Easterner resenes the right to edit letten for publication.

"Well, this Is It. Just one word of caution. your roommate answers to Commando Bob."

·•
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'E LECTION '85
RESULTS

(100 percent)

MAYOR
Vicki McNeil!. . ... . . . 25,841
Margaret Leonard ... 20,477

COUNCIL NO. 1
Rob Higg ins ....... . 28,760
Frank Yuse .. . . . .. .. 13,477

COUNCIL NO. 2
. Jack Hebner . . .. . .1•• 27,444
Michael Hughes . ... . 15,800

COUNCIL NO. 3
Dave Robinson .. . . .. 27,481
John Olsrud . ... . . . .. 13,745

COtlSEUM

Vicki McNeill

Yes . •... .... .. .•... . 41,067
No . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. 40,929

McNeill takes over
by Chad Hutson
News Editor

Spokane's first woman mayor
is Vicki McNeill .
McNeill, who had 56 percent of
the vote beat her opponent Margaret Leonard by 5,364 votes.
The Mayor of Spokane is basically a ceremonial position, but

McNeill said she hopes that the
mayor can set tones for city
government.
McNeill had quite different
views when it came to Spokane/
Eastern relations. The new mayor said she wanted to see a
stronger tie with Spokane and
EWU,·

a

TRl~CITIES
CONSOLIDATION
, Yes ... ... i

•. : • • : ·: . . • . .

(CPS )--New campus-wide electronic mail systems are turning
some students into intemperate
message-senders, a variety of
computer observers say.
The
problem ,
called
"flaming, " occurs when a student replies in an electronic
message more angrily than if he
or she took the time to hand write
a response .
As a result, message writers
who don't take a " coolin'g off"
period often send messages they
later regret.
" Computer mail systems tend
to overload people, " observes
Murray Turoff, a New Jersey
Institute of Technology professor.
" You occasionally get a lot of
(messages) you don 't want. It 's
easy to get irritated.' '

I

The Associated Students are
offering free legal assistance to
EWU students through the Uni versity Legal Services (from
_Gonzaga Universi!l) .
Interns are on campus the first
and third Friday of each month ;
on other FriC;fays students can
receive legal aid on Gonzaga 's
campus. Appointments for oncampus and off-campus must be
made through the Associated
Students secretary in PUB 303 or
call 359-2514/458-6215 (from Spokane) . Only a limited number of
appointments can be made each
Friday, and are filling quickly.
The University Legal System are
not authorized to give advice over
the phone.

8,335

No : . ... . .. ... .... ... . 11,~2

Cd'A H:VOROS
Yes ......... . . .. .... . 1,172
No .. ... ... . .... . .. : . . 3,384

'Flaming' gets irritating

THESTRAPPED J,OCK

. ,,

Yes .. .. . •.... . . . ..... 59,212
.No ......... ; . . . ... . . 21,090

McNeill said the promoting qf
Spokane would include the promotion of the area universities as
well.
Her opponent, Leonard, disagreed saying she would like to
see Eastern stay out of city
policies and that the city should
not promote the university .

10°/o STUDENT
DISCOUNT

and

9·1·1 FUN-DING

Legal help
given free
to students

Upon getting an irritating note
via computer, "naturally one will
flame and send a message, 'stop
sending me this garbage, ' "
Turoff says .
Turoff does not, however, believe computers cause flaming .
" It 's a lack of people understanding proper social norms and
writing style in order to succeed
in what is a new communications
system," he contends .
" You tend to see flaming occurring (most frequently) with inexperienc~d operators ," Turoff
points out.
" The resolution is an organizational problem , not a technological problem," says Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Prof. Steven Lerman. Mail system participants need to adapt to
the immediacy the technology
provides .

The Associated Students also
provide the Child Care Subsidy
Program . Students who have
their children at a state licensed
child care program/provider are
eligible for this program. To
qualify, the student must be a
full-time student at Eastern (ten
or more credits) and presently
not participating in a discount or
subsidized program .
Subsidies will be given for a
maximum of three children regardless of marital status. The
subsidy will be given in the
amount of 20 percent or $55
(whichever is less ) for one child ;
20 percent or $110 for two children ; and 20 percent or $165 for
three children--of the total child
care bill for the quarter. The
subsidy is given in the form of a
reimbursement at the end of the
quarter, and takes approximately four to six weeks to process the
forms after the quarter ends.
Informational packets and
forms are available in the Associated Students office, PUB 303 or
in Student Services, Showalter
207. Forms must be turned in by
Thursday , Dec. 5 to the Associated Students office.

FOR ATHLETES OR STUDENTS
ON A TIGHT BUDGET

E.W.U. STUDENTS 10% OFF
ON ALL MERCHANDISE
WITH CURRENT I.D.
Phone
325-1701

COUPON .'

■---------·I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

,, _Es·-~

UINNYr
C L4'
~

DOUBLE WHAMMY ... '$1.99
Two hamburger patties, two slices of American
cheese, tomatoes and all the trimmings. Served on
a soft French roll.
Expires November 13, 1985
1204 1st
Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-12 Midnight
Sun.-"Restlng"

BUY A YEARBOOK!
Dorm Students:
Orders will be taken in your lobby-

I
I

n

Ptarce

I
I

The Aquila can also be ordered by filling out forms available m the Cashier's Office.

,

Phone Orders Welcome I

COUPON

Don't be a schnook . . .

235-6126
_________
..

November 7, 8

J:45-6: 15 p.m.
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Salvadoran student fights for right to education
by Molly Anselmo
Editor

photo hy Steven G. Smith

When Jose Rodolfo Rosales r eturns to sc hool in El Sa lvador, passing midterms won 't be hi s greatest
worry. Rosales, vice president of a Salvadoran pea e group, is named on a death list publi shed by the
anti-communist army in hi s homeland.
Relating stories of friends and professors who have di sa ppea r ed or been assassinated , Rosa les
described what it is like to be a student in war-torn El Salvador.
"E l Salvador is a country to which (the peopl e's) most essential rights have denied," Rosales said to
a group of about 50 people in the PUB MPR Monday afternoon . " It's a people that has had to bear
oppression , domination and exploitation," he added .
But protests to the or.,pression by President Duarte '-, r egi me hav e been answered by imprisonment or
death to leaders of peace movements opposing the president's tactics, he said .
Vice president. of the General Association of Salvadoran Univers ity Students CAGEU ), Rosa les and Rufino
Antonio Quezada, -president of the organization , were on a speaking tour of seven states and 30 campuses, fightin g
for Salvadorans ' right to higher education. Because of their role in AGEUS , both have had their lives threaten ed
by military death squads.
A medical student at the University of El Salvador, Rosales has been labeled by the government a. a terrori st
and subversive beca use of his work with the Salvadoran student association .
It was last Jul y that the names of 11 AGEUS members were named on the death list. Of those, eight
have left the country .
" Three of us have remained ," said Rosales . " Nol because we are brav e, (bull because we are
aware that the fight we are in is for the survival of culture and science "
In 1980, the University of El Salvador was attacked by the military, and 60 ,000 students and
professors disappeared or were kill ed. During the four years of military occupation that fo ll owed ,
Rosal es sa id there was destruction of the librar y , dormitories and teaching materi als at the
university.
Also during this time, Rosa les and other medical students form ed a " medical brigad e."
to aid war refugees in outlying camps . For this work , Rosales was ca ptured by the military
and spent two years in prison .
Rosales maintains the main reason they ar e attacked by the government is because the
university educates the people , thus creating a threat to the Sa lvadoran governm ent.
Upon being relea sed from prison , Rosales met with the students and professors and
began working toward r einstating classes at the univer ity, but the
government refused to allow them back on campus . Instea d, the
students created a cam pus in exi le. using their own money Lo r ent
and outfit buildings.
In 1984. nine days before Duarte took over as pre ident. the tudenl
regained the campus. But the uni ver sity's problems are not over , Ro a les
said . They sti ll stru gg lP. to ea rn a sha r e of Duarte' budget lar ge enough
to support the school.
~ 4 1 # ~"'
" The government of Duarte doe not have hi gher education as a priority, ' ' Rosa le sa id . 'Their priority i ver y
Jltx411;tt*,clear--to maintai n the war ."
~
Denying the charges of the government , Rosa les tresse th e
university exists as one of peace. not one of terrorism a · i uggested
by the Duarte regime . Despite military harassment. Rosa l es is optimi sti c
about his country's future.
" We 'r e certain that with the
support of Salvadorans and the
r es t of the world we ca n survive
the so-called democracy of Napoleon Duarte," he said .
In three week , Ro sa les will
finish his tour of the Northwest
and r eturn to his hom eland .
Although he is still on the army 's
death Ii l , the student says he will
continue lo li ve with friends in El
Sal\ ador and work to gain more
support for the uni vers ity. He
hopes his appearance in America
will help further the cause of the
universit y.
" If they (the government ) feel
the pressure of the U.S., I belie ve
we will receive recognition for
demands of our rights ," he said .
" But," he added , " With a govern ment like ours, who knows what
will happen? "

ZAVALA'S

3 DAYS ONLY
Nov. 7-10

Mix or Match

Burritos & Tacos

2 for $1.00
1 Year Anniversary
Special

. '
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VOTE TODAY
ASEWU ELECTIONS
PRIMARY
SAMPLE BALLOT
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1985
All Students Registered For 1 Credit Hour or
More This Quarter Are Eligible To Vote. No Oth er
Requirement Is Imposed.

VOTING BOOTHS
IN THE

PUB
7:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
KINGSTON
8:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m .
PHASE II
10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m .
TAWANKA
7:30 a.m .-7:00 p.m.
HIGHER EDUCATION CENTER 4:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.

SAMPLE BALLOT
Position #3

Position #1
□

B.K. Stewart

Toddette Kuckli ck

0

Gre g McNeil!

U

Position #6

Position #2
Meli ssa (Mel) Tolle
St eve Landro

u

Rocky Fissette

□

Cindy Slo tvig

Greg Vandenberg
Scott Winslow

□
□

Absentee Ballots A vailab/e i n A.S Off ice

(PUB 301) (HEC 315)

Proposed Change to the Constitutio n
ARTICLE IV: ELECTIONS
SECTION 4, subsection b.
THE OPENING AND CLOSIN G HOU RS OF ANY ADD ITION AL POLLS , DESIGNATED BY ASEWU COU NCIL, SHALL
BE SUCH THAT THE POLLS CAN OPEN NO EAR LIER
THAN 7:30 A.M . AND CLOSE NOT LATER THAN (7:00 P.M .)
10:00 P.M.

A " YES" VOTE WOULD INDICATE AGREEMENT WITH TH E
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CHANGE THE PO LLING
HOURS FROM 7:00 P.M. TO 10:00 P.M .

D
D

YES ......... . .... .... .... . ................... . .

NO ................ . . .. ... . .......... .

·-------------------------~
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

Health Care looked at by board
~

In an effort lo develop a medical/health care program for students, Eastern 's re-activated
Student Health Advisory board is
seeking input to find out what
type of program EWU students
desire .
Currently, the only health care
plan offe red to students is
through Keystone Life Insurance
Co., said Huan Vu , advisory _____,,,board member . Cover-age.-starts
at $50 for a student enrolled
during summer quarter only, and
goes up to $626 yearly for a
student with two or more dependents.

center, or contracting with a
local agency like Group Health or
the Cheney Medical Center.

"I don 't feel this is adequate ,"
at Bor de Ville, AS ex~cutive
ssistant and advisory board
membet said of the current program. "We need a facility where
they (students) can go if they
need mediJ a1 attention. But before w ean make any decisions .
7
we need to know what kind of
health -plan students want '' she
~dded.
'

The board plans to spend winter quarter gathering information regarding various health
ca re options and anticipates
making a proposal to the AS
council by next spring or fall , Bor
de Vi lle said.

There are several options
available in the way of health
care, Bor de Ville said, such as
operating an on-campus medical

" We want to check out all our
options," said Borde Ville. " But
first we need to know the degree
of the (students') need."

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1. Do you see a need for student health care
program at Eastern?

2. Would you use such a program if it were
offered?
3. Would you be willing to pay a fee for such
a pro gram?
4. Do you have any dependents?
5. Are you currently covered by a med ir.:~: .'
health insurance policy?
6. Do you live in :
Spokane
Cheney (on campus)
Cheney (off cam pus)
7. Male

□
□
□

□

Female □

8. Do you think the University's prese nt med ical/health insurance policy adequately
serves your health needs?
Comments

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Please return questionnaires to specified boxes
located in Tawanka, the PUB Information Desk,
the Easterner office, the AS office or the Spokane Center.

i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I

I
I
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Movie Review

'To Live and Die in L.A.' has
'Miami Vice' tone plus plot
by Peter Hunrichs
Easterner Movie.Critic

(.

FILM/TV Genetics Question 1 :
·What do you get when you cross
MTV with "Starsky and Hutch?"
Answer: "Miami .Vice" and millions of dol1ars.
Question 2: What do you get when
you cross "Miami Vice" with
"Magnum Force," "48 Hours"
and the "French Connection?"
"To live and Die in
Answer: "To Live and Die in
L.A." and millions and millions
L.A. " has at least
of dollars.
one thing Miami Vice
Of course, no one -can tell for
never did-a plot that
sure yet just how many millions
this movie will make, but if this
almost makes sense. "
isn't one of the most profitable
films of the year, I'll eat my
flinchingly kills bad guys at
,word processor--byte by byte.
. every opportunity and makes w;
Producer Irving Levin and dirfeel good about it. ·, CIA agent and
ector William Friedkin have
all-around-thrill-seeker Chance is
taken a potpourri of just about
a righteous macho creep alright,
every current pop and cop
but by the end of the movie we
cliche in the book and blended
are made to see that his vigilantthem into one of the smoothest,
ism has made him as bad a guy
slickest genre concoctions to hit
as the bad guy himself.
the marquee since "FlashAnd we see how his corruption
dance."
rubs off; he coerces his replaceY'see there's this good guy
ment partner Bugovich by holdwhose partner gets wasted by a
ing a distorted "partners support
real bad man and he vows to get
each other no matte~ what'' ethic
revenge at any price ... sound
over his head, and gets him into
familiar'? But wait, there's
trouble-so thick it cou!d ruin his
more--there's the cantankerous
cf reer and land him in prison.
by-the-book superior whose au1 B~govich is portrayed admirthority must. be brooked, the
ably by John Pankow, who
stiffly expository dialogue, and
spends most of the movie being
the slightly unconvincing lead
scared spitless by the callously
fearless antics of his partner.
whose expensive collars always
And no wonder; in one of the most
stay up.
1

The Crazy 8's, an eight-member band from Portland, will
perform at Friday night's Club PUB in the Multi-Purpose
Room.
/
/'/

-------__/
"Oh sure. I Just love midterms. In fact, they•r~ my favorite pastime
outside of watching soap operas and eotinb refined sugar."

United Ministries
He th_
o ught he kept the universe alone;
for all the voice in answer he could make was but
the mocking echo of his own
from some tree-hidden cliff across the lake.

··~~ ...... ...
.

Remember whe, . . :s seemed less complicated? When summers
lasted at ·least a year? When friends were friends were friends
forever? Maturity Is a process which Inevitably involves suffering,
pain, difficult personal choices. Gains need to be celebrated,
losses mourned and released. As t~e maple tree surrenders its
leaves to cold and frost, we hope that deep inside that tree
_new leaves are waiting to be born In Spring. This Is hope. There
is hope, too, that with care and patience, problems can be
resolved and a stronger and deeper life will be lived. Frost's
poem expresses the yearning of the heart for depth, for the
Other who, though different from us, is worthy of respect, can
be appreciated for who It is, can love and exchange ,love in•
creative ways.
Can·you sense that which Is between
the tree hidden cliff ...
... the boulder-broken beach
the call which summons us forward ...
... the Other wt,o Is with us and for us.
PAX,

~~

If high tuition costs
are jeopardizing your future in medicine, Army
ROTC may have just
what the doctor ordered:
An Army ROTC
scholarship.
ROTC recently set
aside hundreds of scholarships solely for nursing
students like yourself.
. Each one covers
full tuition, books and
other supplies, and pays
you up to S1,000 each
school )!ear it's in effect.

~-

pointment to find out
more about an ~rmy
ROTC scholarship
at EWU. Contact
CPT Bruce Hilling in
Cadet Hall at 359-6104
or call toll free from .
Spokane 4S8-6288.

..
..

,I.'~
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Worship In area ch·urcties
Soup lunch, K-House, 11:30-1:30 · .
United Methodist Students, K-House, 6 p.m.
Fellowahlp of Christian Athletes, PUB 2C
FIim Night, K-Houae, 7 p,m.
Helping Skl!ls Workshop

.UIDICAN IAPllll'CDNVENTION
atUTIANatUlat CDIICIJI.Ll!I OP CHIBI)
THB Plll8YTllllAN anJlat U.1.A.
UNITED QIUICII OP CHAIST
UNfflDMlntDDIITatuaat
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Director and co-screenwriter
Friedkin has put together a fastpaced, absorbing rock-video of
a thriller here, and taken advantage of the burgeoning_ ~;is uaf
.awareness of his audience: he
has used thP- 1\!TV style quick-edit
and syn'.!hl'-".nyzed heavy beat
music t0 infuse a weIJ-worn genre
with ne w blood. And there is quite
literally plenty of blood, as well
as some graphic sex to help
maintain genre tradition.
These techniques, while successfuJ, do however seem to
detract from whatever profound
things he thought he was saying
about corruption, politics, etc.
For instance the plot twist at the
end isn't as deep or affecting as l
get the feeJing he thought it was,
but it is refreshing and clever and
entertaining.

YOUR MEDICAl PlANS.

Some morning from the boulder-broken beach he
would cry out on life,
that what it wants is not its own love back in copy
speech, but
counter-love, original response.
Robert Frost, "The Most of It"

THURSDAYS
FRIDAYS

incredible chase scenes in the
history of film (leave it to Billy
"French Connection" Friedki'n to
top his own chase scene), he must
ride in the back seat of a car that
is being spr~yed with machine
gun fire while speeding the wrong
direction. up a five-lane freeway.
William Defoe, best remembered as the heavy in "Streets of
Fire," is also remarkable as the
cynical wavo artist turned counterfeiter. He has a likeable villainous way of blowing people
away while delivering pseudoapologies like "Sorry man, you
were just in the wrong place at
the wrong time."

OUR NU.HSING
SCHOLARSHIPS Will HElP

Pastoral Epistle

SUN DAVS
· WEDNESDAYS

But there are enough diversions. from the formula to keep it
interesting. "To Live and Die In
L.A." has at least one thing
"Miami Vice" never did--a plot
that almost makes sense. For one
thing, unlike "Dirty Harry" and
similar renegade cop formats,
the protagonist of this film isn't a
righteous macho creep who un-

I

'

So make an ap-

iRMY ROTC.
BE All YOU CAN BE.

,, • "

I

I
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Writer has
by Lisa Kereluk
Easterner Staff

Dan Moldea is a writer who
must contend with special problems. Like most authors, he may
struggle with writer's block, obstinate publishers and rejection
slips.
Unlike others, the characters in
his non-fiction books are most
often on the other side of the law
and uncooperative. He has had
several threats on his life.
This is not surprising when you
consider Modea 's subjects. Since
1974, Dan Moldea has been investigating and writing on organized
crime and its ties to the "civilized" world. His work puts him in
contact with some of the most
dangerous characters in the underworld. His ' is a precarious
lifestyle.
When he first began this work,
Moldea said he was surprised to
find the mafia still existed.
· "I thought of them as something out of 'The Godfather,' " he
said.
The direction of Moldea 's writing began to take shape in 1974.
He began working on .his Master's thesis at Kent State-:its
topic "The Teamsters Union and
its link to Organized Crime." The
thesis was never completed, but
it led to his first book, The Hoffa
Wars. In it, Moldea addressed the
assassination of John and Robert
Kennedy, tying both murders to
the mob.
"I got a hold of Jack Rutiy's
phone records. He had all thfse
calls to top officials around Hpffa," Moldea said: ln addition, he
said Oswald had, as a mentoii,
another mafia figure.
"The eividence tying John F .
Kennedy's murder to Hoffa and
the mafia is concrete," Moldea
stated. "The evidence surrounding Bobby Kennedy's assassination is more circumstancial, .but
it points in the same direction."
He believes it was Bobby Ken-

I

•

At present, Moldea is working
on a book dealing with Hollywood
and the mob which is due out
some time next year. After that,
he is thinking of investigating
professional sports. He has evidence, he said, of the fixing of 25
football games last year alone.
To obtain the information for
the above books, Moldea seeks
out law enforcers and criminals
alike.
"I have a five-level plan of
investigation," he said. "I don't
just call up ancl say 'Hey Vito, I
want to talk to you about how you
killed Rocko.' " Instead, he said,
he follows these steps in investigation: 1) public records, 2)
friendly sources, 3) neutral
sources, 4) dangerous people
closely involved in the mafia, and
5) the targets of the writing
themselves.
"The secret to good writing is
in the story-telling," he said. "I
strive for the emotional involvement of the reader."
His ~esire to keep tnJ~uch with
his reader is what drew him to
lecture tours and to Eastern last
Tuesday.
"You don't get any feedback
from a word processor," he said,
"These speaking engagements
help me keep in touch."
Moldea 's close association with
organized crime has left him with
some strong ideas on how to deal
w.ith the problem.
"The mafia has been around
since the Spanish Inquisition,'' he
said. To destroy their- network,
Moldea said, "you need to shake
up the families."
"It won't do any good," he said,
''to take out one or two bosses
because there wiJJ be someone to
fill the position right away."
Instead, he said, "You need to get
the bosses, the underbosses, and
others."
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nedy's investigations into organized crime that resulted in both
the Kennedy murders.
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Unfortunately, Moldea said, little is done to stop organized
crime today. Not since the Kennedy Administration, he believes,
has the government taken an
aggressive stand against the
mob. One of the worst, he said, is
the Reagan Administration.
"The Reagan Administration
likes to say they are attacking
crime, especially drug trafficking," Moldea said. "But to ten
how effective they are you've got ·
to look at the availability of
drugs. To check the control of
drugs, you check the quality and
costs of what's available. Right
now, drugs are available at a
higher quality and cheaper price
then ever before."
Whether in Ohio, Hollywood, or
Washington, D.C. (his present
home), Moldea believes that ties
to organized crime a-re deep and
his time is spent exposing what
he learns.
"Sometimes," he said, "you
get discouraged and want to quit.
Then the piece to the puzzle falJs
into place and you're all set to go
again."
It is, he said,- an addictive
lifestyle.

Bike Ride: 2to4p.m., OERPUB 119, Spokane Center.
F'il)n: . "New Relations," '1000,. MON 114.
1
Ski ¢ovtes·, 7 to·9 p:oo., Sp,okane ·!CNE. , ·
·
Hotnecomjrtg Qu~n electi0,;i, 8 a.m. to 5;p.m., P-tm M;ti'n Street.
. ay: "~artuffe,'.' Universi~y,-Theatre. · ·
·

FRIDAY, November 8

t:tif:·Mos,jg~t)y-the ,Cr_azy 8 s, movie '"Ea~ng Raul;'': 8 p.m. to
1

.

·{

.

/

·e Heart,"
.

p.m.,..:~HW

.8

.

1

Aud,., students-,1,

· eatre, s J>.m,'. . "
. '¥. Novembe't·9·

,

ntureli_,of'Wi~r,ie the Pooh," 1 p.m.;
'13
.....• .
• &.. up~$f,.
p . .
'8· •1i:m:. ,, -$6\V Aud .., ·stude
~

stude

Conte On In,
Cheney!
• •

. And Meet Your Newest
Neighbor!

Group Health is bringing good
health closer to you . Our
newest location makes us even
more convenient and accessible
for those of you who live or
w?rk in Cheney.
If you're in the neighborhood,
stop by and get acquainted.
Our doors will be open
Saturday, November 9, from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. for a special

community open house. We'll
have giveaways every hour and
a grand prize drawing for a free
exercise bike.
So stop by!!
We w~mt you· to see why n;iore
than 26,000 people in eastern ·
Washington make their choice
for good health with Group
Health. And now we're right
next door to you, Cheney!

~Group
Health

~l::j1

Cheney Center
1869 First Street
Cheney, WA 99004
235-2106 Cheney "
924-2257 Spokane Exchange

rwofriends
raised under
one roof
Bryon saw t~e .
future coming.

Marie never ~ne~

what hit 111m.

STARTS FRIDAY NOVEMBER 8iliH
AT A THEATRE NE~R YOU.
---- · • - ..... ... . .... . - . . . ........ .
_

.... . .,. , .-- - ..
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profile
'Intelligent' senior shuns labels
despite exceptional abilities
more year at Cheney High, •~you
might say that I just dropped
out," he said.
When asked if he enjoyed his
GUR classes, Jones replied with
a chuckle, "not really."
Despite his own affinity and
natural aptitude for science,
Jones refutes the common image
of brainy whiz-kids only interested in science.
"It's a big stereotype," says
Jones.
Five years ago, while in the
eighth grade, Jones took the SAT
(Scholastic Aptitude Test) as
part of a talent search put on by
Arizona State University.
This led him to be one of about
200 seventh-and eighth-grade students selected from around the
country to attend a special summer school put on by John
Hopkins University. Jones took
math while he was ,there, but said

by John Swenson

Easterner Staff

Seventeen-year-old Greg Jones
is in his fourth year .at Eastern.
Jones expects to graduate with
his bachelor's degree in chemistry at age 18.
"Because I'm taking all freshman courses this year, this is the
first year that no one has come up
to me and asked 'How old are
you?' For the first two years here
I took only math and science
courses, which is why I'm taking
GUR's (General University Requirements) now," said Jones.
Jones went through all the
normal grades until he reached
his freshman year at Cheney
High School. That's the year he
registered for classes at Eastern,
while at the same time continuing
to attend high school. Pretty soon
he was taking a full load at
Eastern and, during his sopho-

Seventeen-year-old EWU senior Greg Jones. ·Photo by John s_wenson

One Of The Nation's
Leading Employers Is
NoW Interviewing On Campus.
For exceptional College Grads (and those who are soon to be)
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Sign up for an interview in the Career Placement Office.
Interviews will be held November 13, 1985
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or·contact Navy Officer Programs.

that about half of the other gifted
students were involved in nonscience courses such as Latin,
English, or foreign languages .
Jones' father is a professor of
music at Eastern, and his mother
is an adjunct assistant professor
of music here also. Jones agreed
that the environment he had
growing up in Cheney was very
conducive to intellectual development, but he refused to. speculate
on what sort of academic success
he might have had if he had been
raised by parents of less academic natures themselves.
He added, however, that there
was nothing unusual or specific
that his parents did for him
during his childhood which would
explain his unusual early academic success.
The friendly, quiet Jones says
he has no regrets about skipping
high school. He has friends of
both his own age and older. He
has never felt intimidated by the
age difference he experienced
. with his classmates at Eastern.
He spends most of his free time
working in the family computer
software business that his 24-year
old brother and his father operate
out of the family home, which
houses eight computers.
· "It's both fun and work for
me,'' says Jones.
Does Jones have plans to begin
graduate studies at an age when
most people are just getting
ready to start college?
"I think I'll probably take a
little time off after graduation,"
he says.
He plans . to spend that time
working in the software business.
Following that, a pre-professional or professional degree in
chemical engineering is· a possibility.
"Although chemistry is fun,
computer software has been looking a lot more attractive lately,
because there's .~ lot of money
there," he adds.
Jones says he's never taken a
course at school he's found difficult, J>ut he doesn't say they were
all easy, either. He takes very
few notes during class lectures,
preferring to rely on memory and
the course text.
Jones says he hasn't had any
problems with people labeling or
stereotyping him since high
school. He's never taken an IQ
test, but says that if someone
ever insisted on picking a term to
describe him, he'd prefer they
just called him "intelligent."
U. COLORADO'S TIME
CAPSULE TURNS INTO A DUD

Expecting to find a ''sealed '
contribution by E.A. Selkirk,
Esq., of Boulder," about 200 CU
administrators last week opened
a time capsule buried for 100
years in a campus building cornerstone.
They found an auortment of
papers and Sl.10 in coins.
NOTES FROM ALL OVER:

NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT, SEATTLE
7500 SANO POINT WAY N .E,
NAVAL STATION, BLDG . 30
SEATTLE, WA 98115

(206) 526-3043
TOLL FREE:

1-800-562-4009 WITHIN WA
1-800-426-3626 OUTSIDE WA

Navy
Officers
Get
Responsibility
fast.
--..
---

Keene State (N.H.) College students are trying to finish a
15,000-piece jigsaw puzzle, apparently the world's largest, in the
gym ... A U. Idaho ni111ical chairs
game to raise famine relief funds
drew only 100 students, though
organizers hoped for 5,000... 10
Notre Dame students on a foreign
exchange program in Mexico
City were caught in the killer
earthquake, but are reported to
be safe.
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Campus News Briefs
FAA takes
applications

Teacher ·workshop
offered

Candy class offered

Duncan is a member of the
American Home Economics
Association and the Northwest
Culinary Alliance. She '.is an
instructor at ,E astern and travels extensively, making ipe.r·
sonal appearances (or Kitchen
Consultants microwave : mar·
keting and sales consultants.

.
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Kaiier to ,speak on
·El.Salvador . .

.'
Tno,nas . Kari er' as~istant
·pr,o(essor':.Of economics, wiil
presept ~af. free lecture'· and ·
slide show,,of his recent 'trip to
El Salvador at the home of
Cfaa:rl~s · Bilumann, . N. 481 ,-·
Th.i rd-St."ii{Qheney, Nov. 12 at

~

\
.,

To reg1s.ter, of for more.
information, :&rite IOF call the .
Spokane Coµnty •(Donse1wa,tion
Distric '
" -22~ Havana,
.
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Place a classified ad
in·The &sterner today
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photo by Chad Hu tson

Dolan notes changes
•by Dan Brood
Easterner Staff
A vast number of students at

. Eastern Washington University
are around the age of 20. And a lot
of those students complain about
having to spend four years here.
Just imagine if they had to spend
the equivalent of their lifetime,
20 years, here at EWU. Ken
Dolan, who has worked here
since August 1, 1965, could tell
them just what it's like.
Dolan, who is the executive
• assistant to the president, receiv·
ed recognition at the last Board of
Trustees -meeting along with re·
ceiving a lapel pin for his 20
years of service at EWU. Dolan
said that this was his fourth pin,
as he has received one each after
five, 10, and 15 years of service.
When asked how long he would
like continue working at Eastern ,
Dolan replied, " It depends on
what _d ay you ask me.''
Seriously, he said that he won 't
work here another 20 years , but
r.e would like to continue as long

as he still feels productive to the
program.
" My time that I've worked here
has been a very exciting time ,
I've seen the college go through a
tremendous change," said Dolan
about the years he 's b~en here.
. " I've seen EWU go from a small ,
independent college to a compre·
hensive state univerf ity. Since
I've been here there's been a
huge enrollment growth, new
buildings have gone up, and there
have bP.en a lot of new programs
put into the school 's curriculum.''
As for the future , Dolan sees as
much change as there was in the
past.

'~

" I think there will be new
programs and new facilities add·
ed all the time. I also predict
that the classroom model will
change , electronic technology
will take over ·and teachers will
have less and less to do."
By the time that happens , if it
happens , Ken Dolan might have a
lot more pins to put on his lapel.

·CL l'P THiS COUPON AND SAYE 50 CENTS•------------~ --- ~
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.... OUT OF T-HE BOOKS
,, AND INTO T-HE SK-ATES!
1
SC+IOOLS Ol:-T SK-ATE 3-5 P.M.
WEEKDAYS

I

GET READY FOR
THE
HOMECOMING
DANCE!

•

.,~- ~

Applications are being ac·
cepted from the Federal Aviation Administration for approximately 2,000 Air Traffic
Control Specialists nation•
'wide. ·

A workshop is being offered
for teachers (K·12) in forestry, wildlife, soils, and water.
Natural Resource Specialists ·
will share their knowledge and
skills and give teachers' an
opportunity to bring into their
classrooms highly motivated
lessons.
The workshop w.ill be held at
St. George's School-on Nov. 15,
16, 22, 23, Dec. 6 and r,. Three
quarter er~ 1will ·be given
through Easfern Washington
University.

A microwave candy s·e mi·
nar, given by Susan Delaney
Duncan, will be held Nov. 26
from 12·1 p.m. in Hargreaves
121.
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•-•GOOD ONLY DURiNG SC+IOOl.S OUT Sl<ATE SESSiON: 3-5 P.M. WEEKDAYS•

PUB ALLEYWAY GRI.LLE

CHET'S FLOWERS
1319 1st
Cheney

. '•r. .

.

~
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235-4916
838-7886

I
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COM/NG SOON

PIZZA DELIVERY
,

Send your thoughts with special care

- A1i"TENiTION The Chet's advertisement which was
riun · in the 10/31/85 issue of the Easterner was a· mistake. We sincerely
appoligize to Chets, and to their customers.

We will soon be delivering fresh hot pizza to the
dorms. Watch for our ads and details. We will have
flyers distributed at various locations and dorm
lobbies. We will only be delivering to the dorms on
campus in the even_ings, seven days a week. So if
you want delicious, hot pizza in a hurry, keep your
eyes open for pizza from the P.U.B. !

•
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42-21

by Jeff Wark

An eagle defender gets a r~e grip in Saturdays loss to Idaho.
' r

Sports _Editor
Eastern showed its charact~r
by defiantly marching 90 yards in
The Idaho Vandals sabotaged
13 plays culminating in a 5-yard
Eastern Washington University's
touchdown
pass from Worman to
defense for 585 yards in total
flanker Tracy Poffenroth. Earoffense as the Eagles were shot
lier in the drive Worman found
out of the sky, 42-21, Saturday
Jon Vea for 29 yards on a crucial
night before 15,500 fans in Mosthird-and-5 from EWU's own 15.
cow, Idaho.
After a change of possessions to
Reserve quarterback Rick
open the second half, Sloan drove
Sloan ripped the seams out of
the Vandals 60 yards in 10 plays
Eastern's defense with 405 yards
capping the scoring drive by
through the air and four touchsneaking it over from I-yard out
down passes. Vandal receivers
and putting Idaho far ahead at
• Eric Yarber, Nelson Washington,
35-13.
Scott Auker and Brant Bengen
EWU was forced to punt their
amassed 25 receptions for 359
following possession but neveryards and all four TD's through
say-die Friese was at his best on
the thin air of Idaho's Kibbie
the special teams again as he
Dome.
pounced on the bobbled punt
Eastern's bright spots in an
giving Eastern excellent field
otherwise dark night included
position at Idaho's '1:1.
Rob Friese racing 72 yards with a
Worman immediately, and despunt on a reverse for a touchdown, and tailback Jamie Townperately, went to work hitting
send running and catching the
Larew for 12. Worman then threw
ball for 129 yards. Eagle QB Rick
consecutively to Vea for 21 yards
before a short Townsend run.
•Worman threw for 267 yards and
Next play Townsend burst up the
a TD on 25 of 39 passing despite
middle from 2 yards out for 6,
being heavily pressured throughand following a successful twoout the contest.
point conversion the Eagles edCoach Dick Zornes wasn't at all
ged closer to 35-21 only five
pleased with his team's showing.
"Our people weren'f ready to
seconds into the fourth quarter.
play," said Zornes. "I guess I
The Vandals hammered the
didn't have them ready to put
last nail in Eastern's coffin by
taking their next possession 73
forth what it takes to win. We just
yards
for a score after eating
didn't get the effort it would have
over five minutes of precfous
. taken and I take the blame.''
fourth quarter clock to elevate
Zornes is always quick to take
the final to 42-21.
the blame for his squad, but it's
EWU dropped from tenth in the
not the coach who fumbles or
blows pass coverages.
nation to fifteenth, but still harLast year in Albi Stadium
bor playoff aspirations.
before a huge crowd, receiver"I hope they do (make playreturner Craig Richardson sped
offs);" said Zornes. "I hate to sell
103 yards with the opening kickoff
them short but they're going to
paving the way to a 32-25 upset
have to search deep within themwin over Idaho.
selves and come up with the
The opposite end of that electrieffort it takes to compete.
fying moment commenced this
"We've been playing in a
year though as Richardson fumcheckerboard fashion this year,
bled away the game's first kickup one week, down the next. I
off and one play later the Eagles
don't know if we get to self-satisfound themselves in a 7-0 hole
fied after a win or what.· I'm
with only 13 seconds elapsed.
wondering if I'm preparing them
The Vandals pillaged Eastern
right. Maybe we have to change
"All-around, Kelly had a very
for two more touchdowns in the
the structure of our preparation.
good weekend," Parks said. "Jofirst quarter pushing their lead to
"We have to be physically and
lene hit pretty well, but she didn't
21-0 after 15 minutes.
· mentally tougher. We've finessed
play as well as she has in other
After penalties thwarted Idaa couple of victories this year and
areas of her game."
ho's first drive of the second
there's no doubt we must become
This weekend the Eagles hit the
quarter I Friese took the handoff
physically tougher. I'm still .
road again, playing at Montana
on a reverse pUnt from Kevin
searching for answers."
Friday and Montana State on
Larew and fled 72 yards. to get
Idaho had a whopping 30 first
Saturday. But Parks expects her
Eastern back into the contest at
downs to Eastern 's 15 and held
team to be a little better prepared
21-7.
the Eagles to only 46 yards on the
for her team's trek to the Big Sky
Friese's inspirational effort
ground as the Vandals rumbled to
state.
was short-lived however, as only
180 on the turf.
"I anticipate playing better
three plays later Sloan found
Besides other heroics, Friese
· this weekend," she said. "We'll
Washington on a 60-yard touchalso had Eastern's only intercepbe a little more used to playing on
down pass boosting UI up by 21
tion as Darryl Hunter led the
the road now."
again with a 28-7 lead.
defense with nine tackles.

Spikers · drop mate~ on road

' ,

After enjoying four home
State faced last weekend," she
matches the previous two weekcontinued. "They played at home
ends in the comfy confines of
for two weeks, but then had to go
~ e Court, Eastern Washingon the road. I don't think they
ton University's volleyball team
were really ready to play against
found out what a difference a
us."
week can make when travelling
Compounding the problem for
over 1,500 miles by van to .play a
EWU ~t Portland State .was the
pair of matches.
Vikings' strength at their home
Last week the Eagles dropped
gym. The defending NCAA Divia pair of three-game contests to
sion II national champions have
Portland State and Boise State,
quite a following, Parks said.
losing to the Vikings 1~2, 15-10;
''They always play well in their
15-9 on Thursday and to the
own ·gym," she said. "That and
Broncos 15-7, 15-12, 15-4 on Saturus not really being ready to play
day. The entire trip took a
took its toll."
grueling five days, starting at
"We played better at Boise,
noon Wednesday and finishing
and I thipk we got something out
early Sunday evening.
of it," Parks added. "StatistiThe losses dropped the Eagles
cally we didn't play that poorly.
to 1-8 in the M9untain West
But our passing and setting is
Athletic Conference and 8-18
what's been hurting us, and it
overall heading into Wednesday's
contipued ·to hurt us against
· non-conference match against
the~. I think if we can smooth out
Washington State. The weekend
those areas, we'll be a better
was in sharp contrast to the week
team."
before when the Eagles•took two
Kelly Fitzgerald had an outthree-game matches over Gonzastanding weekend for· the Eagles,
ga and Montana State, and lost in
getting 19 kills in the two matches
five games to MWAC-leading--- with just four attacking errors.
Montana.
·. Her .441 hitting percentage was ·
"It is a long haul," a tired and
one of the top performances in
slightly under-the-wea~ EWU
the MWAC conference last week.
head coach Pamela Parks said on
She also added 14 digs.
Monday. "We had a couple of
Jolene Harwood had 15 total
break days when we played, but
kills and a .344 hitting percentage
it's still a long ways to travel by
in the two matches, but finished
van.
with just Uiree total blocks. She
"Our performa,ice may have
entered the wee"kend third in the
involved some of the same facconference in blocking with an
ton that .Montana .and Montana
averageofl.26stuffspergame.

Montana trip poor for EWU harriers·
by Darryl Genest
Speclal'to the-Easterner

Eastem's cross country teams
travelled ~o the Big Sky Country
this past weekend.
The lady Harriers flew to Bozeman, Mont., last Saturday, Nov.
2, to compe~ in' the MSU Invitational. Tihe women's team ran
against high quality competition,
including the likes of MSU, U of I,
and Weber St. Leading the Eagles were Eastem's senior runners, Cheryl Flom and Julie
Rodgers. Finsihing her strongest
race of the season, Flom ran the
very flat 5000 meter (3.1 -.mile)
course in a time oJ 20:00, finishing 31st, whiJP- ·~ e n finished
37th, in a time of 20:20. Following

their. lead were teammates Nancy Selby (38th in 20:22), Michelle
LeGresley (40th in 20:32), and
Mindy Ball (41st in 20:33), compiling only 33 seconds between
their top five runners.
Capturing the top individual
places were Annette Hand, MSU
<17:36.6)., Sherrie Crang, U of I
08:01) and Janet Beaudry, U of I
(18: 06). Taking the team title was
MSU scoring 48 pts., easily de'feating 2nd place U of I (57 pts.),
s~ place WSC (fr, pts. > and 7th
place EWU ( 187 pts.).
.The men's team also travelled
· to Big Sky Country as they
competed in Missoula at the
. Montana Invitational, Friday,
Nov. 1. Friday's meet consisted

of two teams, host Montana
Grizzlies and the Eastern Eagles.
The results were hard to bare
as the Grizzlies took the lift out
from under the Eagle's wings~·u
of M broke ·the Eagle's winning
streak as they easily defeated
EWU (1M2). Montana scored
five of the top .six positions,
allowing only one Eastern runner
to break up their scoring runners . .
Capturing 5th place and breaking
up the Grizzly pack was Eastem's Man Hjort running the 5.25
mile course in a time of 27:10.
Pounding in the top four places
were Montana's Ken Velasquez
(1st 26:22), Frank Hom (2nd
28: 38), Ken M;c~hesney <3rd
26:52) and Joe Beatty (4th27:0l).
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Grapplers ready to go
The Eagles' brightest stars last
half his matches. It makes for a
season as freshmen, Tim Floyd
pretty good dual meet team.
and Shawn Burke could again be
"We've had our building year,"
the top standouts on Eastern
Foster added. "Of course that
Washington University's wrestdoesn't mean we'll beat everyling team for the 1985-86 season .
body we face, but we'll be a lot
The Eagles open their season
more competitive than we've
this Saturday at the Calgary,
been. "
Alberta Quadrangular Dual
Last season Floyd finished with
meet. The all day meet includes
a 10-9 record at 190 pounds,
EWU, Northern Montana, and
winning one match in the NCAA
the universities of Calgary and
West Regional Championships.
Alberta . Eastern will wrestle
Like he did last season, the
dual meets against all three
former two-time State AA high
schools.
school champion is playing on the
Floyd , a sophomore from
Eagle football team and will get a
Othello, gave EWU wrestling its
late start on the season .
first regional points last season
Taking his place at least for the
since the school advanced into
time being will be Chris Boni, a
NCAA Division I. And Burke, who
redshirt last season. He wrestled
hails from Citrus Heights, Calif.,
unattached and won the 190posted the best win-loss record on
pound title at the North Idaho
the team with a 17-9mark.
Junior College Takedown TournTogether, they provide a firm
ament a year ago. Also competfoundation (or second-year coach
ing at that weight is David
Craig Foster to mold his team
Laming.
around. Foster's squad should be
"Chris is pretty tough, and he's
much fmproved from last year,
getting better all the time, ''
with 10 lettermen, including eight . Foster said. "That's good bestarters, returning. Last year the
cause it will take Tim awhile to
Eagles entered as the season
get in wrestling shape once he
with seven lettermen and strugturns out."
gled to a 4-10 dual meet record.
Burke, a former member of the
"That's been one of Eastern's
U.S. Army, was named the
problems in the past,'' said Fosteam's most valuable player last
ter, a former EWU wrestler and
season. The 118-pounder was
gradua'te assistant coach i.>efore
hampered by a knee injury much
taking over the head coaching job
of the season and lost his only
last season. · "Usually we have
regional match. Burke led the
·almost entirely new teams. But
team in escapes with 44, most
this year we have a lot of good
wins with 17 and most team
wrestlers back with a lot of
points with 83. ·
experience. And I think we have a
"He came in last year and
better crop of new freshman than ·wasn't too sure about himself as a
we 've had in the past.
college wrestler," Foster said. "I
Foster thinks his team is solid
think the year·of experience gave
throughout the lineup, with -the
him a lot of confidence. And he's
118 and 190 weight classes excephad a good year in the weight
tionally strong with the presence
room so I expect him to be
of Burke and Floyd. He doesn 't
ready. "
see any weak spots entering the
Other wrestlers returning this
season.
season include heavyweight
" We're really balanced ," he
Rocky Fissette , who finished 14said . " I don't think we have a
17. Fissette won the captains
weak spot in the lineup. Every
guy has the ability to win at least
award and led the team in

Eagle wrestlers hope to be on top of things this year.
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625 'B' St. across from
Cheney Medical Center
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• glasses
• hard & soft contact lenses
• sports vision
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or giant pizza
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Dr. L. Brendt Park, O.D., P.S., Doctor of Optometry
Dr. Dale Schnibbe, O.D.
VINCE NOVAK

photo

takedowns with 44. He will be
shirting last winter. He is a
Mark Bonthuis may be the
pushed later in the season by
former junior college All-AmeriEagles' most talented freshman
Eagle football players Joe Kane
can while at Big Bend Comwrestler. He was a second-place
and Alton Porter, as well as
munity College and has the inside
finisher in the State AA meet last
freshman Ed Pollard. "They'll
track at 177. Bill Young, a State A
year while at Tahoma High
give him some good competichampion last season while at
School. His biggest competition
tion," Foster said.
Foster High School, will chalwill come from Tracy Niles .
Other starters returning inlenge Zamora.
"He's going to be a great
clude Todd Koellen at 134, Alex
Freshmen are expected to take
college wrestler," Foster predictRaptis at 142, Luis Vela at 150,
over at 126 and 167, but perhaps
ed of Bonthuis. " He's really
Scott Jones at 158 and Kenny
Foster's top three recruits are at
tough and he has the tools to be
Richardson at 167.
those weights. Bjorn Anderson
competitive at the NCAA level."
Koellen finished 9-15 last seaand Troy Ward are in a tight
Three other state high school
son and will be pushed in the
battle at 126 with both boasting of
champions are freshmen on the
lineup by Brett Roice. Raptis was
great credentials from high
Eagles' roster this winter. Red13-17 a year ago, with his main
school. Anderson finished first,
shirt Rick McLaughlin was a
competition this season coming
third and fourth in the past three
State A champion while at Riverfrom letterman Rob Hessler, who
years at the State AAA meet,
view and Brian Schweigert was
is mending from a pulled neck
while Ward picked up two sean AA titlist at Ferndale. Both
muscle.
conds in the same meet.
are in Burke's wei ht class at 118.
Vela , 9-15 last year, will be
pushed by Grays Harbor Community College transfer Tom
Perrine and Richardson. Richardson is a natural 150-pounder,
but was inserted ~t 167 last
season to help fill in a weak spot: ·· · Erik Hotchkiss~s also competing
at 150. Jones is solid at 158, but
Try our best-kept secret
Richardson can also fill in there
(our lunch special)
if needed .
Although a non-letterman, Duane ~amora is back after red-
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Athletic grads exaggerated.

I

(CPS )--Colleges are exaggerating the number of athletes they
actually graduate, the Government Accounting Office (GAO )
says .
Som campus sports supporters fr t the GAO report may
resuscitate congressional efforts
to force colleges to pay closer
attention to how well student-athletes are doing in class.
The GAO says studies claiming
college athletes graduate at
about the same rate as their
non-athlete peers are flawed.
The GAO said an American
College Testing (ACT) Program
study of how many athletes graduate simply compared graduation rates of athletes and non-athletes, but didn 't break out how
many athletes were on scholarship, says the GAO's Carolyn
Boyce.
Another study, this one by
Advanced Technology, Inc. and
trumpeted by the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) as proof colleges work
har,: '.o educate athletes, statistica 1i y compared "apples to
oranges, " Boyce says.
As a result, they didn't answer
questions posed last year by Rep.
James Howard (D-N.J.), who

wants to stop alumni from deducting from their money aonated to colleges that fail to educate
their athletes .
" Should we allow money to be
deductible for advancing education when athletes don 't graduate? " asks Scott Imus, an aide to
Howard.
Howard wants to end deductions for donations to schools that
don 't graduate at least threequarters of their scholarship athletes within five years of starting
school.
Imus says Howard figures that
scholarships are supporting in
varying degrees by tax deductible dollars, but are used to
enhance schools' teams with little
regard for graduating the athletes.
Boyce also notes the ACT
study, which was commissioned
by the NCAA to help refute
charges colleges exploit athletes,
did not break down the data by
institution.
The schools with good graduation records for their athletes
may have very small or n~nexistant programs, she adds.
As a result, the study says little
about how effective athletic
scholarships are in promoting
education.

WHY YOU TWO
LUN<H HOUR
WAT(HINv SOAPS

social service overspending.
" I don 't like to see cuts in
defense spending," Wiggen said.
"The problem needs to be looked
to at the roots ." Overspending on
government defense contracts
were one area that Wiggen said
needed scrutiny. Many social
programs were being abused, he
said, noting another area that he
thought needed tighter control.
Asked about the current tax
structure, Wiggen said he didn't
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programs budget, according to
Blanche.
" We've also increased our budgets in the business and finance
office at large, the budgets (or
student services have increased
and the budgets for extended
programs have increased. At the
same time the academic programs--Dr. Thompson's budget-has consistently declined," said
Blanche.
Although Frederickson said he
has begun to take steps to improve his relationship with the
facuity, there has been talk
among some faculty that only
Frederickson 's resignation would
be acceptable.
" I think he (F~e~erickson) has
used up what we call in communication studies, idosyncratic
credit, that is, credit that you're
willing to give someone because
of their title or position or their
previous accomplishments. We
need somebody with some new
credit to spend," said Blanche.
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Classifieds
think it was unfair. Society is
unfair , he said, and the tax
system could be tightened up to
offset unfairness.
"The more money you have
means the more lawyers you can
hire to find loopholes," he said,
" Some people can find loopholes
and others can 't. "
"The Golden Rule is false, "
said Wiggen. It is a case of doing
unto others as you would do unto
others, he said.

of a proper commitment to academic excellence, said Blanche.
"I don't think Eastern Washington University has an adequate voice pleading the case of
academic excellence, said Blanche who extended an invitation to
Eastern's trustees to come out to ,
campus "and visit academic departments, look at laboratories,
look at studios, go into our
departmental offices, visit our
classroomssitdownandtalkwith
faculty and students about .the
decline in services that we need
to provide.
"I wish they would talk to
faculty about how we have been
hurt and the university at large
has been hurt by the decline in
opportunities that we as faculty
have for professional travel and
professional growth and development and research," said Blanche.
Although athletic budget figures "stick out like sore
thumbs," they are not the only
cause of a declining academic
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TYPISTS : $500 weekly at
home ! Write: P.O. Box 975 ,
Elizabeth, NJ 07207.
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OVERSEAS JOBS .. .Summer .
yr. round. Europe, S. Amer.,
Australia , Asia . All fields .
$900-2000 month. Sightseeing .
Free info. Write IJC, PO Box
52-WA-2, Corona Del Mar, California 92625.
SUDDEN EXPOSURE Photog r a p h y S t u·d i o . Po r I r a i t s .
groups, portfolios. For all your
photography needs. Cal I Denny
235-2735. 10% Stu.dent dis count.
HEY! I'm still here with something
new. It has been one year, so let's
party! Zavala's Place #2 " Homemade Mexican Food", 505 2nd,
Cheney, WA 235-9990. Taqultos
Rancheros-3 six-inch tortillas
filled with beef, rolled and deepfried with sour cream and guacamole, $3.50. Zavala's Place #2. The
Big Jose- for the hearty eater 12-inch flour tortilla filled with
beef or chicken. cheese, onions.
tomatoes. green chilies, lettuce,
ranchera sau.ce and mild cheddar
cheese . Complete dish $5.95.
Bring a friend , too much for one.
Zavala's Place #2. The Small Jose
-Tender chicken or beef
snuggled in a flour tortilla with
beans and cheese covered with
ranchera sauce, garnishee with
sour cream $4.95. Zavala's Place
#2. My Burrito Verdo-Chunks of
pork nestled in a green chile.
SaLce with rice anq beans garnished with guacamole and sour
cream, $4.95. Zavala's Place #2.
El Grande Burrlto.-Jose·s unique
Mexican creation begins with a
large flour tortilla filled with frijoles, seasoned ground beef.
tangy Spanish sauce , cheese .
fresh tomatoes and onions ... in gredients are then covered with
enchilada sauce, cheddar cheese
and baked with Spanish rice ,
$4.50. Bring a friend, too much for
one. Zavala's Place #2. Enchilada
Supreme-A thin layer of frijoles,
seasoned ground beef, onions,
and tomatoes are stacked between two soft corn tortillas baked
with enchilada sauce, cheddar
cheese, and Spanish rice topped
with sour cream or guacamole .
Zavala's Place #2. Everyday Lunch
Specials A) 2 enchiladas $2.50
B) 2 tacos $2.15 C) 2 tostados
(bean) $2.50 D) 1 burrito $1 .75.
Choice of rice or beans with appetizer salad. Every Wednesday
Mexican fritatta, every Friday chile
verde. Huevos Rancheros S1 .80.
-2 eggs on top of 2 fried tortillas topped with hot sauce,
served with fried potatoes, fried
onions and beans. Huevos (eggs)
$3.95-Omelette verde. A threeegg omelette filled with pork
verde then topped with tomatillo
sauce and melted cheese, s~rvQd
with beans and sour cream garnish. Chicken Enchiladas $3.75Two soft corn tortillas stuffed with
cheese seasoned chicken f lllings
...smothered with our special enoh i I ad a sauce and cheddar
cheese, baked with Spanish rice
and frijoles. Chicken Chonlta
$3.95- Seasoned chicken, fresh
tomat99s, onions and mild cheese
wrapped In a flour tortilla with
spicy jalepeno peppers, topped
with ·cheddar cheese and black
olives, baked with enchilada
sauce, Spanish rice and frljoles
until hot. 3 Daya Only! Nov. 7-10,
mix or match combination, burritos (cheese, onion, beans, meat)
or tacos (corn or flour). 2 for only
$1.CX>. Authentic Mexican cuisine. Zavala'• Place #2. Open daily
9:30 a.m., Tues.-Thurs. till 8:30
p.m. Frl.-Sat., till 10:00 p.m. Sun.,
till 8:30 p.m. Closed Mondays. No
extra charge for take out. Zavala'•
Place #2, Don't Forget!

